
 

ACHIEVEMENTS 

(A) Notable Papers Published in IRTB 
 

 

(1)  Heavy Haul Train Operation on Indian Railways. 
 
(2)  Women Harassment Discrimination and Empowerment. 
 
(3)  Causewise Analysis of Accidents over Indian Railways. 
 
(4)  Personality Factors in Organisational Setting.  
 
(5)  Psychological Assessment of Loco Pilots for Operating High 

Speed Trains on Indian Railways. 
 
 

  (B)    Details of major studies and projects completed in past: 
 

1. Evaluation of the recommendations of Mission-I study pertaining to 
measures to double the average speed of freight trains. 
 

2. Feasibility study to reduce journey time between Mumbai–Pune 
section of Central Railway. 
 

3. Feasibility study to assess the reduction of journey time of 
passenger carrying trains running between Chennai–Mumbai CST 
and Mumbai CST–Chennai due to introduction of air brake stock. 
 

4. Packaging and Handling of Railway Parcels. 
 

5. Rationalization of Movement of Parcel Traffic. 
 

6. Mission-14 Increase of Throughput on Hospet–Bellary Chennai 
Harbour section by increase in Axle Load. 
 

7. Mission -18 Technical Input for Increase in Line Capacity. 
 

8. Powering of freight trains. 
 



9. Technical Specification for LED based Torch cum Hand Signal 
Lamp. 
 

10. Technical Specification for LED based Flashing Tail Lamp. 
 
11. Technical Standard Specification for Fuel Cell Sensor based 

breath alcohol analyser for general purpose use on Indian 
Railways. 
 

12. Guidelines for provision of booking clerk at Road Side Stations. 
 

13. Feasibility study for Reduction in Journey Time of Mail/Express 
Trains on Gorakhpur–Lucknow section. 
 

14. Study of rationalisation of Items of Personal Stores of Passenger 
Carrying &Freight Train Guard and their carriage in light weight 
container. 
 

15. Feasibility study of reduction in Journey time of Mail/Express 
Trains between LKO-BSB sections of Northern Railway. 
 

16. Increasing Throughput in GZB-UMB–LDH section of Northern 
Railway with 100 Kmph Freight Operations. 

 
 

(c)  Notable Studies: 
 
1. Study on Dedicated Freight Corridor on Delhi-Mumbai and Delhi-

Kolkata route:  
MMD Profile for DFC and Fixed Structure Profile on the basis of 
existing practices on IR and AAR has been made and submitted to 
Railway Board.   Railway Board has communicated the approval of 
the parameters for proposed Dedicated Freight Corridor. The 
benefit envisaged are in form of increase in throughput and line 
capacity which in turn will generate additional revenues. 

          Design of 25 t axle load infrastructure for DFC upgradeable to 30 t 
axle load has been prepared and submitted for consideration to 
Railway Board.   

 
 



2. Increasing Throughput in KGP–NGP–BSL section with 100 Kmph 
Freight Operations: 
The study report identifies infrastructural requirement with 
corresponding cost of up gradation apart from estimating likely 
gain in terms of additional paths and throughput. 

 
3. Increasing speed on turnouts:  

A committee comprising of Sr.ED/Traffic, Sr.ED/Signal and 
ED/Track have deliberated on the issue of increasing speed on 
turnouts and have prepared a consolidated guidelines for zonal 
railways on the subject.   

 
4. Operation of Heavy Haul Train Operation:  
     A trial of long haul train comprising of one WAG7+58 BOXN +2B/V 

+1WAG7Loco+58BOXN+1B/V was conducted between 
Chheoki(near Allahabad) to GMC(near Kanpur). The trial was 
conducted successfully by Traffic Directorate along with officers 
and staff of other technical directorates of RDSO and North 
Central Railway. Trial train achieved an average speed of around 
49.46Kmph. Based on the observation of the trials, the trial report 
suggests use of Locotrol, provision of termination board, provision 
of separate frequency for communication between drivers of long 
haul, provision of long loops, protocol of communication between 
drivers and guards, safety precautions to be ensured, use of HTE 
couplers, proper training to drivers and guards apart from some 
other suggestions contained in the report. The benefit envisaged 
are in form of increase in throughput and line capacity which in 
turn will generate additional revenues. 

 
5. Catch Siding – Use of AEB Locos in lieu thereof:  
     On a reference from Railway Board, a committee comprising of 

ED/Traffic, Director/MP, Director/Track and Director /Sig–1 was 
formed to consider the issues pertaining to treating provision of 
Automatic Emergency Brake in Locomotive to be at par with 
provision of Catch Siding, viz., whether it would be advisable to 
dispense with the provision of catch siding by use of only AEB 
fitted locos and air brake stock. Dispensing the provision of 
stopping a train in front of catch siding by regulating the speed of 
train to 30 kmph through signaling timers (speed sensing device) 
and consequently make necessary modification in the rules. 
Dispensation of provision of stopping a train in front of catch siding 
at home signal can be considered by providing speed sensing 



device using DC track circuits and  timer relays as used on Nagpur 
& Mumbai divisions of Central Railway. The Zonal Railways should 
decide the number and length of track circuits depending upon site 
conditions.    

 
6. Banner Flag:  

          Railway Board desired that RDSO should develop a simple and 
workable device whereby the moment the level crossing gate is 
opened, a red flag in the form of a banner flag should 
automatically come up on the track. Railway Board had advised 
that use of flashing signal in lieu of banner flag has not been found 
suitable and RDSO should develop a simple mechanical device 
linked to lifting barrier keeping in view the experiments made on 
the zonal Railways.  

          Accordingly a committee comprising of representatives from 
Traffic, Track and Signal directorates have visited SC Division and 
HYB Division of S.C. Railway for detailed study and submitted 
report for for further action. 

 
7. Attaching three coaches in rear of SLR:  
     Railway Board desired RDSO to ascertain whether three coaches 

attached in rear of SLR can hold themselves in case of train 
parting in graded section so as to enable a universal decision for 
all railways based on technical consideration.      

     Accordingly, the calculations considering different SLR and coach 
combinations, type of braking system (under frame or bogie 
mounted) were done to find out the steepest grade in which the 
existing hand brake system on passenger coaches would securely 
hold the vehicle and the results were advised to Safety Directorate 
Railway Board. 

     On safety consideration, considering the steepest gradient of 1:37 
on Indian Railways, a single SLR, and SLR with one GS coach in 
empty condition with bogie mounted brake system and SLR with 
one GS coach and one inspection carriage in both empty and 
loaded condition with bogie mounted brake system is considered 
safe. SLR with two or three GS coaches is not considered safe 
either in empty or loaded condition. 

 
8. Review of certain provisions of General Rules (GR):   
     Traffic Directorate of RDSO undertook study for bringing about 

system improvement with specific reference to certain provisions 
of general rules as per Railway Board directives. Review included 



study of GR 4.10 and GR 3.62 which pertains to protection of track 
in case of obstruction. The study has been completed and the 
report has been sent to Safety Directorate Railway Board. 

 
9. Development and standardisation of Safety items viz Scotch 

Block, Wedge, Skid, Padlock and Safety Chain: 
     Standardisation of drawings and preparation of specifications of 

Scotch Block, Wedge, Skid, Padlock & Safety Chain after 
consideration of all available manuals have been prepared and 
issued to Zonal Railways/Railway Board.  

 
      10.   Improvement in specification of LED based H.S. Lamps: 

     The presently used Hand Signal Lamp are a bit unwieldy to use 
and had also certain operational constraints e.g. dim torch light, 
fast battery drainage. To improve upon battery life and also 
achieve better torch light, use of white LED has been proposed. 

     To improve ergonomics as well as to make the equipment lighter 
and more durable, it was suggested a single modular structure 
(instead of three interchangeable modules) as at present and to 
place torch aspect at the same axis as the red and green LEDs.  

     A revised draft specification No. RDSO/SPN/195/2008(Rev2.2) for 
battery operated LED based Torch Light Cum Flashing Hand 
Signal Lamp has been issued by RDSO.    

 
       11.  Improvement in specification of LED based Tail Lamps: 

     Indian Railway General Rule 4.16 provides affixing of a tail board 
of approved design or a red painted tail lamp of approved design 
to indicate to the staff that the train is complete. Ascertaining 
complete arrival of trains assumes special significance otherwise it 
may lead to side collision, and rear end collision etc. Accordingly 
to improve safety, the specification for LED based Battery 
Operated Flashing Tail lamp for Railway vehicles has been issued 
vide RDSO/SPN/200/2010(Ver2.0). 

 
       12.  Survey on double decker trains: 

     Passenger feedback survey on various services being provided in 
Double Decker Trains especially to address  passengers’ feedback 
on  catering services  in Lucknow Junction–Anand Vihar Terminus 
Double Decker Train has been conducted and report(No.TFC-94) 
alongwith recommendations has been sent to NE Rly & Carriage 
directorate of RDSO for further action. 

 



 
       13.  Survey on Humsafar trains: 

     Passenger feedback survey on various services being provided in 
Humsafar Trains especially to address passengers’ satisfaction 
with respect to new facilities provided in two pair of Humsafar 
Express Trains i.e. Gorakhpur - Anand Vihar Terminus Humsafar 
Train No. 12595/12596 and Durg- Hazarat Nizamuddin Humsafar 
Train No.22867/22868 has been conducted and report (No.TFC-
95) alongwith recommendations has been sent to SEC Rly 
Bilaspur, NE Rly Gorakhpur and IRCTC for taking necessary 
action. 

 
 

  

 


